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Abstract

In this paper, I argue that international policy coordination requires to include both
monetary as well as fiscal policy because both sides include policy instruments that allow
the strategic manipulation of the country’s terms of trade. Hence, the coordination of one
part of national macroeconomic policies through an international agreement still leaves
room for national authorities to still unilaterally manipulate the terms of trade by means
of different policy instruments. In a simple and tractable dynamic stochastic two-country
sticky-wage model in line with the recent New Open Economy Macroeconomics it is
demonstrated that potential gains from international policy coordination are squandered
if policymakers only cooperate on monetary policy. Moreover, by letting the fiscal policy
instruments be chosen non-cooperatively, monetary policy coordination might even create
welfare losses as compared to no macroeconomic policy coordination at all.
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1 Introduction

Throughout the last couple of decades the world has experienced a strong and steady in-
crease in the economic interdependence among national economies. Accordingly, national
macroeconomic policies are also subject to a steady increase in mutual interdependence.
As a consequence, because conflicting national policy objectives might lead to interna-
tional disagreements, the necessity of the international coordination of macroeconomic
policies has become a central postulation within both the public as well as the academic
debate: Countries should coordinate macroeconomic policies in order to incorporate ex-
ternalities of national policies on other countries and - more importantly - to overcome
inefficiencies arising from strategic considerations to exploit the international transmis-
sion of national macroeconomic policies in one country’s own favor. In the international
macroeconomics literature, these game-theoretic arguments formed the basis for the the-
oretical rationale in favor of policy coordination. Following the natural separation of
national macroeconomic policymaking into monetary and fiscal policy, the academic liter-
ature evolved along two major strands: Beginning with Hamada (1974, 1976), the larger
body of the literature focuses on the analysis of monetary policy.1 The role of fiscal policy
is largely ignored in these models. The other strand of the literature as in Hamada (1986),
Kehoe (1987), and Chari and Kehoe (1990) analyzes fiscal policy where the international
monetary policy regimes are taken as given.2 By uncoupling the analysis of the interna-
tional monetary policy domain and the fiscal policy domain, however, a crucial question
cannot be addressed: How does the international coordination of only a part of national
macroeconomic policies change the strategic behavior of the independently conducted re-
maining part of national policies. Put differently, how does independent national fiscal
policy, for example, shift in response to the international coordination of monetary policy?

In this paper, I seek to close the gap in the literature and ask how the strategic in-
centives shift in one policy field where authorities still act independently when national
policies move to coordination within the other policy field. In particular, I argue that the
analysis of international policy coordination requires to include both the monetary and
the fiscal side because either monetary or fiscal policy coordination alone does not suffice
to extract gains from international coordination of national macroeconomic policies. The
intuition for this proposition is straight forward: The necessity of international policy
coordination is based on the fact that national policy entities can exert monopoly power
on macroeconomic variables in general and the terms of trade in particular. Crucially
then, both monetary and fiscal policy can be used to strategically manipulate the terms

1The most prominent contributions to the early stage of the literature are Oudiz and Sachs (1984), Rogoff
(1985), and Canzoneri and Gray (1985). More recent contributions include Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000, 2002),
Clarida et al. (2002), Devereux and Engel (2003), Cooley and Quadrini (2003), Benigno (2001), Benigno and
Benigno (2003, 2006), Pappa (2004), Liu and Pappa (2005), Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005), Corsetti and Pesenti
(2005), and Evers (2007), where this list is far from complete. Overviews are provided by Cooper (1985),
Canzoneri and Henderson (1991), Persson and Tabellini (1995), and Canzoneri et al. (2005).

2Other contributions are Hamada (1986), Devereux (1987), Turnovsky (1988), Backus et al. (1988), Kehoe
(1989), Devereux (1991), Persson and Tabellini (1995) (who also provide an overview), and Kim and Kim
(2006) who all consider real economies. More recent contributions rather focus on the strategic interaction of
monetary and fiscal policymaking in monetary unions as in Dixit and Lambertini (2001, 2003). Among others,
Beetsma and Uhlig (1999), Beetsma and Bovenberg (1998), Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999), Chari and Kehoe
(1998, 2002) analyze the strategic interaction of public debt in monetary unions. More related to ours are
Beetsma and Jensen (2005) and Andersen and Spange (2006) who consider strategic interaction of fiscal policies
within a monetary union in a New Open Economy Macroeconomics (NOEM) framework. Again, this list is not
exhaustive.
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of trade. Hence, the coordination of a single policy stance through an international agree-
ment still leaves room for national authorities to still unilaterally manipulate the terms of
trade by means of different policy instruments. As a consequence, potential gains from,
say, international monetary policy coordination are squandered or may even turn negative
by letting the fiscal policy instruments be chosen non-cooperatively.

The economic setup to address this question builds on the standard framework of the
New Open Economy Macroeconomics as in Corsetti and Pesenti (2001) and Obstfeld and
Rogoff (2002) and augments the model in Evers (2007) with fiscal policy. It is a sim-
ple stochastic two-country general equilibrium model without capital. Goods prices are
assumed to be perfectly flexible, but workers have to set monopolistic wages one period
in advance. Furthermore, households make their consumption decision in face of a cash-
in-advance restriction. In this environment, monetary authorities can affect the terms of
trade by conducting a general short-run monetary policy using both the nominal interest
rate and the money supply: The nominal interest rate directly alters the worker’s wage
setting condition and thereby the goods prices ex-ante. The period’s actual money supply
alters the nominal exchange rate and thus the terms of trade ex post.3 Fiscal authori-
ties, on their part, can influence the terms of trade ex ante by using distortionary taxes
on labor income and ex post by changing distortionary taxes on consumption. The key
property of the different policy instruments is that the labor income tax and the nominal
interest rate on the one hand and the consumption tax and money supply on the other
hand are perfectly substitutable national policy instruments. To be specific, when author-
ities want to exert, say, a positive impact on the workers’ wage setting so as to raise the
expected terms of trade ex ante, they can do so either by increasing the nominal interest
rate which implicitly also raises the inflation tax on labor income or directly by increasing
the labor income tax. Both interventions cause the workers to ask higher nominal wages.
This, in turn, implies an increase in goods prices and ceteris paribus to an appreciation
of the terms of trade. Factually, only the compound effect of national policy intervention
matters for the consequences on the workers’ optimal wage setting. The same is true for
the ex post interventions to the nominal exchange rate. Changes in the money supply
induce changes in relative international nominal goods demand and hence in the nominal
exchange rate. In fact, the same movement in nominal spending can be achieved by adjust-
ing the consumption tax. Thus, the identical ex post innovation to the nominal exchange
rate and thereby to the terms of trade can be attained by fiscal policy. The important
consequence is that the joint monetary and fiscal policy conduct determines the national
impact on the terms of trade. Hence, taking up the arguments developed in favor of policy
coordination and seeking an international cooperation of either monetary or fiscal policy
alone will only leave room for policymakers to still follow national interests by exploiting
their monopolistic power on the terms of trade via the respective other policy instruments.

In the next section, the model is described and the equilibrium conditions are derived.
I discuss the equilibrium allocation and its distribution in Section 3. In this section, it
is also shown that respective national monetary and fiscal policy instruments are perfect
substitutes and derive the national policymakers’ objective in closed form. In Section 4,

3Ireland (1996) already recognized that monetary policy can be conducted by using both the expected money
growth rate and the state-dependent deviations from the expected level. Adao et al. (2003) take up his point and
analyze general short-run monetary policies where the authors directly argue by means of the nominal interest
rate as controlled by the expected level of money supply and the actual money supply as the state-dependent
deviation from the expected level. Evers (2007) introduces the generalization of the short-run monetary policy
conduct into a standard NOEM framework as in Obstfeld and Rogoff (2002) and Devereux and Engel (2003).
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I consider optimal public policy coordination and the Nash equilibria of independently
set national policy interventions. The analysis of cooperating monetary authorities under
fiscal independence is carried out in Section 5. In Section 6 I give a numerical example
in order to assess the relevance of policy coordination. In Section 7 I conclude. The
derivations of the equilibrium and the of the results are delegated to an Appendix which
is available upon request.

2 The Model

In the model, the world consists of two countries, denoted as Home (H) and Foreign
(F). Each country produces two types of consumption goods, one that is traded with
foreigners, and one that is demanded only within the country. In all, there are thus four
goods. These goods are produced with labor as the only input factor. Furthermore,
goods are traded in perfectly competitive markets and at perfectly flexible prices. Both
countries are populated by a continuum of households with size one. Each household
is characterized by a specific variety of labor of which it is the monopolistic supplier.
Households can choose their wages individually. However, they have to be set one period
in advance. In order to identify a particular household, the household will be indexed by
a superscripted i.4

2.1 The Firms

Within countries, technologies to produce the tradable and the non-tradable goods are
assumed to be identical:

Yj,s = AsLj,s with Lj,s =
(∫ 1

0
Li

j,s

θ−1
θ di

) θ
θ−1

, (1)

where θ > 1. For both sectors, a typical firm j producing either the Home tradable good
(HT ) or the Home non-tradable good (HN) employs labor that is composed according
to a CES aggregator over all domestic varieties of labor. The aggregate productivity of
labor As in (1) is subject to shocks. The associated demand for a specific type of labor is

Li
s =

(
W i

s

Ws

)−θ

Ls, (2)

where Ls is Home aggregate demand for labor. W i
s denotes the monopolistic money wage

claimed by household i and Ws =
(∫ 1

0 W i
s
(1−θ)di

) 1
1−θ defines the aggregate home wage

level. Foreigners share an analogous aggregation technology and therefore the correspond-
ing equations apply.

4Superscripts denote where a variable belongs to, foreign variables are distinguished by an asterisk ∗. Sub-
scripts identify the characteristics of that variable, e.g. whether it’s the home non-tradable or the foreign
tradable good.
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2.2 Households

Households within a country have identical preferences over consumption and labor effort.
They are described by

U i
t = Et

∑∞
s=t βs−tui

s, where (3)

ui
s =

(
Ci

s
1−ρ − 1
1− ρ

− 1
ν

Li
s
ν

)
with Ci

s =
Ci

T,s
γ
Ci

HN,s
1−γ

γγ(1− γ)(1−γ)
,

where 0 < β < 1, ρ > 0, ν 5 1, and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The real consumption index Ci
s is

given by a CES aggregator over the Home non-tradable good Ci
HN,s and a composite of

tradable goods Ci
T,s. The elasticity of substitution is equal to one. The composite of

tradable goods Ci
T,s is given by a CES aggregator over the Home tradable good Ci

HT,s

and the Foreign tradable good Ci
FT,s, where the elasticity of substitution is equal to one,

too. Foreign households have the same preferences over tradable goods but differ with
respect to their own non-tradable good.

Asset Markets

Households can trade nominal bonds with other households within borders. However,
households cannot trade any assets internationally. It turns out that incomplete interna-
tional risk sharing has an important implication: in contrast to most other contributions
that assume households to have access to a full set of state-contingent claims, Obstfeld
and Rogoff (2002) and Evers (2007) point out that the lack of private consumption risk
sharing indeed leads to the non-optimality of replicating flexible wage and price allocation.
In particular, they identify the optimal nominal exchange rate management to face the
trade-off between replicating the flexible wage allocation and the efficient consumption
risk sharing. It is this trade-off on which national policymakers will seek to manipulate
the terms of trade through ex post market interventions to improve domestic welfare that
is absent under complete asset markets.

Individual Budget and Cash Constraints

Household i starts out in period s with nominal wealth Wi
s. First, the asset markets open.

Household i receives money transfers Xi
s, decides about nominal domestic bond holdings

Bi
s that repay RsB

i
s at a gross nominal return Rs in next period, and about cash holdings

M i
s. The asset market constraint reads

M i
s + Bi

s ≤ Wi
s + Xi

s. (4a)

Thereafter, the goods markets open. Purchases of consumption goods that are taxed at
a rate tC,s must not exceed initial cash holdings, ie.

(1 + tC,s)PsC
i
s ≤ M i

s. (4b)

At the end of the period, household i receives net wage earnings (1 − tL,s)W i
sL

i
s, where

tL,s denotes a proportional tax on labor income, and a lump-sum transfer T i
s that rebates

the receipts of consumption and labor income taxes. Thus, the nominal wealth at the
beginning of the next period is

Wi
s+1 = M i

s + RsB
i
s − (1 + tC,s)PsC

i
s + (1− tL,s)W i

sL
i
s + T i

s . (4c)
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Optimal Decisions

The household’s problem is to maximize its expected lifetime utility (4) by deciding over
bond and cash holdings, consumption, and their monopolistic wages subject to the con-
straints (4a-4c), the demand for their specific type of labor (2), and subject to the con-
straint that they have to set wages one period in advance. Optimal bond holdings implies
the intertemporal Euler equation,

1
Rs

= β
Es

(
Cs+1

−ρ

(1+tC,s+1)Ps+1

)
Cs

−ρ

(1+tC,s)Ps

. (5a)

The net nominal interest rate is assumed to be strictly positive and reaches zero only in
the limit. Consequently, the cash constraint is binding and optimality implies that the
household uses all its initial cash for consumption goods purchases.5 Individual optimiza-
tion yields for any person i the standard composition of consumption between the tradable
goods basket and the non-tradable good and between Home and Foreign tradable goods.
The corresponding Home consumption-based price indices are given by Ps = P γ

T,sP
(1−γ)
HN,s

and PT,s = P
1
2

HT,sP
1
2

FT,s. The optimal money wage claim is constrained to be set one period
in advance. Optimality requires the money wage posted for period s to be set such that
the expected marginal utility loss implied by labor effort equals the expected marginal
utility from consumption in period s + 1 that additional labor income in s allows but
which cannot be spent before s + 1. Making use of the intertemporal Euler equation, we
end up with

W i
s =

θ

θ − 1
Es−1

(
Li

s
ν)

Es−1

(
(1−tL,s)

(1+tC,s)Rs

Li
s

PsCs
ρ

) (5b)

as the optimal wage claim. For Foreign households, the corresponding equations apply.

2.3 Governments’ Budget Constraints

At the beginning of a period, national governments make money transfers to the house-
holds. At the goods markets, they collect state-contingent proportional consumption
taxes. At the end of the period, national governments collect state-contingent labor in-
come taxes and rebate the receipts of all taxes lump-sum to the households. The two
associated constraints for the Home government read∫ 1

0 M i
sdi =

∫ 1
0 M i

s−1di +
∫ 1
0 Xi

sdi (6)

and tC,sPs

∫ 1
0 Ci

sdi + tW,s

∫ 1
0 W i

sL
i
sdi =

∫ 1
0 T i

sdi,

respectively. Money supply and state-dependent tax rates will be set according to policy
rules that we specify later in the discussion of monetary and fiscal policy conduct. The
Foreign policy authorities share the same budget constraints.

3 Equilibrium in Closed Form

All households within a country are identical except for their own special type of labor.
Specifically, they are assumed to start out with identical initial nominal wealth. Hence,

5As it is well known, the cash-in-advance constraint with the Lucas timing protocol (Lucas (1982)) is binding
if the net nominal interest rate is positive. Here I follow Adao et al. (2003) and Evers (2007) and assume that
the interest rate is positive but is arbitrarily close to zero.
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as these households face ex ante the same optimality conditions and since there is no
asymmetric redistribution of wealth among households within a country on behalf of the
governments at all, households will take identical actions. For the rest of the analysis the
superscript i is dropped.

3.1 Equilibrium Prices and the Terms of Trade

By perfectly competitive goods markets, prices for home and foreign goods are

PHT,s = PHN,s =
Ws

As
and P ∗

FTs
= P ∗

FNs
=

W ∗
s

A∗s
, (7)

respectively. In (7), Ws and W ∗
s denote the preset Home and Foreign wage levels which

cannot be adjusted to any period innovations. Therefore, the realization of the productiv-
ity shocks fully determines goods prices when wages are set the period before. The terms
of trade, ToTs, are defined as the price of home imports in terms of home exports, ie. in
money prices ToTs =

(
PH,s

EsPF,s

)
, where Es denotes the nominal exchange rate. In terms of

relative wage levels, we can restate the terms of trade as

ToTs =
A∗s
As

(
Ws

EsW ∗
s

)
. (8)

The real exchange rate, RERs, is then by the consumption-based price indices RERs =
ToT

(1−γ)
s . The implication of effectively predetermined prices is that only the nominal

exchange rate alters the current terms of trade and thereby relative consumption spending.

3.2 Ex Post Equilibrium Allocation

As a consequence, given monetary and fiscal policies, the ex post realized equilibrium allo-
cation is uniquely determined by the cash-in-advance constraints and the market clearing
conditions for goods and financial assets. To be more precise, because the current account
must be balanced (as there is no international trade in financial assets) and Home and
Foreign households equally split their expenditures between the Home and the Foreign
tradable goods, the market clearing of tradable goods implies PH,sYHT,s = EsP

∗
F,sY

∗
FT,s, ie.

both countries earn the same revenue on tradable goods production. Moreover, the law of
one price and identical preferences over tradable goods imply that the purchasing power
parity holds for tradable consumption goods. Consequently, home and foreign households
will consume the same amount of tradable goods in equilibrium, ie. CT,s = C∗

T,s. If we
follow Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) and express overall consumption expenditures in terms
of tradable goods consumption, ie.

Zs ≡
Ps

PT,s
Cs and Z∗s ≡

P ∗
s

P ∗
T,s

C∗
s , (9)

we can use Home and Foreign optimal divisions of tradable and non-tradable goods con-
sumption to find the equilibrium ratio of overall Home and Foreign consumption spending
in terms of tradable goods to be unity, ie. Zs = Z∗s . Next, asset market clearing requires
nominal bonds to be in zero net supply. Since households are identical in wealth, there will
be zero net trade in nominal bonds. Consequently, households’ nominal wealth consists
of equilibrium cash holdings only. Furthermore, because nominal consumption spend-
ing is given by the cash-in-advance constraint, goods market clearing and the equalized
trade balance requires the nominal exchange rate to adjust so that consumption spending
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in terms of tradable goods is equalized across countries. Since the equilibrium nomi-
nal consumption spending, in turn, depends on the money supply and the consumption
taxes, it turns out to be very useful to express money supply and taxes on consumption
expenditures as a compound policy intervention.

Definition 1 (National public policy intervention to ex post consumption spend-
ing). Let IC,s and I∗C,s denote the respective compound national public policy intervention
to goods markets via the cash-in-advance constraint with

IC,s =
Ms

1 + tC,s
and I∗C,s =

M∗
s

1 + t∗C,s

. (10)

The ratio of Home and Foreign nominal consumption spending which are determined
by the cash holdings therefore delivers the nominal exchange rate. With Definition 1 it
follows that

Zs = Z∗s and Es =
IC,s

I∗C,s

. (11)

With a uniquely determined nominal exchange rate, consumer prices Ps and P ∗
s and

the real exchange rate are given. Consequently, by the cash-in-advance constraint, Home
and Foreign equilibrium consumption levels are given. Hence, goods market clearing
determines the equilibrium employment levels because labor is fully demand determined.
Table 1 summarizes Home and Foreign ex post equilibrium levels of consumption, output
and labor. As a result, the ex post equilibrium allocation is uniquely determined for
given common consumption level Zs and the terms of trade ToTs. It is important to
observe that the differences between Home and Foreign consumption and output are
entirely captured by the terms of trade. Consequently, the impact of a shift in the terms
of trade on Home and Foreign variables are orthogonal. It proves useful to follow the
method proposed by Aoki (1981) to express these variables in terms of world averages
and differences. Accordingly, let subscript ”w” denote the ”world” average level of a
variable which is the geometric mean of Home and Foreign variables and let subscript ”d”
denote the ”difference” component which is the ratio of Home over Foreign variables.6

The equilibrium consumption spending in terms of the tradable goods Zs and the terms
of trade ToTs can then be written as

Zs =
Aw,s

Ww,s
ICw,s and ToTs =

(
Wd,s

Ad,sICd,s

)2

. (12)

3.3 Ex Post Public Policy Intervention to Consumption Spend-
ing: Money Supply and Consumption Taxes

The innovations to the ex post equilibrium allocation can be summarized by the deviations
of spending Zs and the terms of trade ToTs from their expected values. Letting small
letters denote logs, ie. x = log X, and letting a hat denote the deviation from the expected
level, ie. x̂ = x− Ex, it follows that

ẑs = âw,s + îCw,s and ˆtots = −2
(
âd,s + îCd,s

)
. (13)

6For a Home variable X and a Foreign variable X∗, the decomposition in levels is X = XwXd and X∗ = Xw

Xd

where Xw = (XX∗)
1
2 and Xd = ( X

X∗ )
1
2 . The exponents are relative country sizes which in our case are identical.
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Table 1

Home Foreign

Consumption Cs = Zs(ToTs)
− 1

2
(1−γ) C∗

s = Zs(ToTs)
1
2
(1−γ)

Output Ys = Zs(ToTs)
− 1

2 Y ∗
s = Zs(ToTs)

1
2

Labor Ls = A−1
s ZsToT

−1
2

s L∗s = A∗
s
−1ZsToT

1
2

s

The ex post period equilibrium allocation given monetary and fiscal policy.

When wages are predetermined and given the realization of productivity shocks, the
ex post allocation can only be altered by changes in Home and Foreign money supplies or
consumption tax rates as captured by îCw,s and îCd,s. The world consumption spending
Zs can only be changed ex post by altering the average money supply or the average
consumption tax rate which reflects in equilibrium a one-to-one change in real balances
available for consumption purchases. The terms of trade, in turn, can only be changed ex
post by the nominal exchange rate which is determined by relative money supplies and
relative consumption tax rates as in (11). Hence, the terms of trade can only be moved
by îCd,s ex post.

Importantly, the effects of changes in the national money supply and the consumption
tax rate on the ex post allocation are perfectly equivalent. In particular, an expansion
of Home money supply leads to an increase in cash holdings dedicated to consumption
purchases and hence to an increase in consumption spending. An equivalent change in
net spending is achieved, however, by a reduction of the consumption tax rate. The same
applies for nominal exchange rate and therefore for the terms of trade. A relative increase
in Home money supply over Foreign money supply causes a depreciation of the nominal
exchange rate. The determination of the nominal exchange rate by relative money sup-
plies is standard in the NOEM literature (compare Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996)).
However, an equivalent manipulation to the nominal exchange rate can be achieved by
lowering Home consumption taxes relative to Foreign consumption taxes since this in-
creases relative Home consumption spending relative to Foreign consumption spending,
too. Goods market clearing then requires the nominal exchange rate to depreciate, as in
case of a money supply increase. As a result, the following holds true:

Lemma 1. The money supply and the consumption tax are perfectly substitutable national
policy instruments. Relevant for consumption spending and the exchange rate determina-
tion is only the compound intervention to consumption spending.

Consequently, since the ex post innovations depend only on productivity shocks and
the ex post policy interventions to spending, the variance and covariance terms of the
equilibrium allocation can be solved for once the joint distribution of productivity shocks
and policy interventions is specified. This allows the explicit calculation of the ex ante
expected levels of the equilibrium allocation and hence the preset nominal wage levels.
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3.4 Distribution of the Ex Post Equilibrium Allocation

Productivity shocks are assumed to be iid log-normal with the following properties: Ea =
Ea∗ and V ar(a) = σ2

a = σ2
a∗ = V ar(a∗). For ease it is assumed that Ea = 0. In terms of

world and difference components it follows for the variances and covariances that

V ar(as) = σ2
a = σ2

aw
+ σ2

ad
since Cov(aw,s, ad,s) = σaw,s,ad,s

= 0.

By iid productivity shocks and given that public policies are stationary, the optimal
choices of households and firms are stationary. As a consequence, the equilibrium of the
infinite horizon setup is simply a repetition of a single period. For the rest of the paper,
we therefore leave out time-subscripts for convenience. Moreover, if Home and Foreign
public policy interventions to consumption spending iC and i∗C and productivity shocks
are jointly log-normal, the distribution of the ex post equilibrium allocation turns out to
be log-normal, too.

3.5 Ex Ante Public Policy Intervention to Wage Setting:
Nominal Interest Rate and Labor Income Tax

In equilibrium, households within a country choose the same wage levels. Therefore, Home
and Foreign equilibrium wage levels W and W ∗ are given by the aggregate versions of
individual optimal wage setting as in (5b) and its Foreign counterpart. Recall that the
nominal interest rate on the one hand and the labor income tax on the other hand affect
the households’ optimal wage setting in the same way. Similar to the first definition, we
express the nominal interest rate and the labor income tax relative to the consumption
tax as a compound policy variable.

Definition 2 (National public policy intervention to ex ante wage setting). Let
IW,s and I∗W,s denote the respective compound national public policy intervention to wage
setting with

IW =
1 + tC
1− tW

R and I∗W =
1 + t∗C
1− t∗W

R∗. (14)

The aggregate Home and Foreign wage levels are thus determined by

W =
θ

θ − 1
E (Lν)

E
(

1
IW

L
PCρ

) and W ∗ =
θ

θ − 1
E (L∗ν)

E
(

1
I∗W

L∗

P ∗C∗ρ

) . (15)

Consequently, the equilibrium wage levels can then be explicitly solved for in terms of
the distribution of the ex post equilibrium allocation. The determination of the ex post
allocation, however, yields an important implication for nominal interest rates and the
distorting labor income taxes: These two policy instruments are completely ineffective if
it is to alter the equilibrium allocation ex post. Consequently, the endogenous variability
of consumption spending and the terms of trade are independent of Home and Foreign
nominal interest rates and labor income taxes. Nevertheless, they do have an important
impact ex ante because they change the environment for the households to set nominal
wage claims as they shift expected levels of consumption spending and the terms of trade.
In particular, Home and Foreign aggregate wage levels in (15) can be used to express
the expected consumption spending and the terms of trade by means of the expected
levels of the respective policy choices and the variances and covariances of endogenous
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and exogenous variables. Accordingly, the expected consumption spending measured by
tradable goods reads

Ez = − 1
X

(
iWw + ln

θ

θ − 1
+ Σz

)
(16)

where X = ν − (1 − ρ) > 0. The addend Σz collects the endogenous and exogenous
variance and covariance terms of the equilibrium allocation7, ie.

Σz =
1
2
(ν2 − (1− ρ)2)σ2

z +
1
8
(ν2 − (1− ρ)2(1− γ)2)σ2

tot

−ν2

2
(2σz,aw − σtot,ad

) +
ν2

2
(
σ2

aw
+ σ2

ad

)
.

In equilibrium, expected consumption spending can be raised ex ante either by lowering
expected world nominal interest rates or by cutting the expected world labor income taxes.
The expected terms of trade are given by

Etot =
2
Y

(iWd
− Σtot) (17)

where Y = ν − (1− ρ)(1− γ) > 0, and

Σtot =
1
2
(ν2 − (1− ρ)2(1− γ))σz,tot +

ν2

2
(2σz,ad

− σtot,aw) .

The terms of trade depend on differences in both the nominal interest rates and the
labor income taxes. A relative rise of the expected Home nominal interest rate or Home
labor income taxes leads to higher Home wage claims and hence higher Home goods prices.
Consequently, the expected terms of trade rise.

It is important to observe that similar to the public policy interventions to the ex post
spending the effects of expected national nominal interest rate policy and the labor income
taxation on the equilibrium allocation ex ante are perfectly equivalent. For instance, an
increase of the expected Home nominal interest rate and thus higher expected inflation
rates imply a higher Home nominal wage level. Since labor income becomes available
for consumption only with a delay of one period, higher inflation imposes a tax on labor
income. The equilibrium consequences are on the one hand that ceteris paribus world av-
erage consumption spending decreases because the expected inflation tax on labor income
worsens Home households’ incentive to supply labor and therefore production becomes
more expensive. On the other hand, higher Home wage levels improve the expected terms
of trade because Home goods become more expensive relative to Foreign goods. The
same shift in Home households’ wage setting and hence Home wage level, however, can be
achieved by an appropriate change in the labor income tax because this has the identical
distorting effect on the aggregate wage level. As a result, higher expected nominal in-
terest rates and higher labor income taxes have identical implications on the equilibrium
allocation as it is established in the following lemma:

7Observe that there is no loss of generality to treat the levels of intervention iW and i∗W to be non-stochastic
because the compound national public policy intervention to the optimal wage setting cannot alter the realization
of the allocation ex post. All that matters are expected levels of iW and i∗W , not the distribution around expected
levels. Note also that because the consumption taxes will be set state-contingent, labor taxes must be set so
as to be perfectly negatively correlated with the consumption taxes in order to keep the ratio constant at its
desired level.
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Lemma 2. The nominal interest rate and the labor income tax are perfectly substitutable
national policy instruments. Relevant for the wage level determination is only the com-
pound intervention to households’ wage setting.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 form the backbone of this analysis. There are two ways in
which public policy can be used to affect the equilibrium allocation: ex post by mar-
ket interventions and ex ante by giving incentives for households to change their wage
setting. In either way, both monetary and fiscal policy instruments have a counterpart
that constitutes a perfect substitute.8 As an immediate consequence, it follows that if
national policymakers face the incentive to exploit their monopoly power on the terms
of trade, they will do so either ex ante by changing the conditions for households to set
wages or ex post by market interventions in order to manipulate the nominal exchange
rate. Considering international policy coordination to surmount inefficiencies arising from
non-cooperatively set public policies, either monetary or fiscal, policymakers must take
into account that the compound monetary and fiscal policy intervention is decisive, not a
single policy instrument. As we will see, this has important implications for the choice of
international policy domains: For instance, suppose national monetary authorities coor-
dinate and set nominal interest rates and money supply to the globally optimal level but
they myopically consider the fiscal stance not to be responsive to the change in monetary
policy conduct whatsoever. Self-oriented national fiscal policies then will determine the
degree of interventions by choosing their target level and thereby render monetary policy
coordination completely gainless. Before starting with the analysis of the different policy
domains, however, first the policymakers’ objectives are derived in closed form.

3.6 The Objectives in Closed Form

National authorities aim at maximizing their respective residents’ expected utility. By
making use of the equilibrium wage levels in equation (15) and aggregate budget con-
straints it follows that Home and Foreign expected period utility can be written as

Eu =
(

1
(1− ρ)

− (θ − 1)
νθ

1
IW

)
EC1−ρ and (18)

Eu∗ =
(

1
(1− ρ)

− (θ − 1)
νθ

1
I∗W

)
EC∗1−ρ.

Recall that in equilibrium the only difference between Home and Foreign consumption
stems from the terms of trade. Consequently, if Home or Foreign authorities deviate from
the jointly optimal policy, they will do so only as they face the incentive to manipulate the
terms of trade in their own favor. In this case, independently and strategically conducted
monetary and fiscal policy must be ”beggar-thy-neighbor”.

Expected utility written in terms of the equilibrium distribution of consumption per-
mits a particularly convenient separation of the public policy interventions to the wage

8The equivalence result in Lemma 1 resembles a recent finding in Adao et al. (2006) who also demonstrate
that a state-dependent consumption tax might be used as an alternative expenditure-switching instrument in a
monetary union where the flexibility of the nominal exchange rate is sacrificed. The equivalence of the nominal
interest rate and the labor income tax as policy instruments is well known in closed economy setups (compare
eg. Chari and Kehoe (1999)) but it has been so far ignored in the analysis of open economies.
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setting that only affect the expected consumption level from the public policy interven-
tions to consumption spending that alter the variability of consumption. To be specific,
Home expected utility can then be written as

Eu =
(

1
(1− ρ)

− θ − 1
θν

1
IW

)(
θ − 1

θ

1
IWw

) (1−ρ)
X

I
− (1−γ)(1−ρ)

Y
Wd

· exp
{

ν(1− ρ)
2X

Ω(iC ; i∗C)
}

≡ ū(IW ; I∗W ) · exp
{

ν(1− ρ)
2X

Ω(iC ; i∗C)
}

. (19)

In (20), the term ū(IW ; I∗W ) depicts the part of expected utility that is independent of
consumption variability and which can only be controlled through ex ante policy inter-
ventions to households’ wage setting. The term Ω(iC ; i∗C), in turn, summarizes the part
of expected utility which depends on uncertainty only and which is a function of ex post
public policy interventions to consumption spending. It is given by

Ω(iC ; i∗C) = −Xσ2
z − 1

4Zσ2
tot + (1−γ)

2Y X 2σz,tot + ν(2σz,aw − σtot,ad
)

+ν(1−γ)
Y X (2σz,ad

− σtot,aw) + νX
(
σ2

aw
+ σ2

ad

)
where Z = ν − (1− ρ)(1− γ)2 > 0.9

It is important to observe that the ex ante interventions differ from the ex post inter-
ventions in the order of magnitude with respect to their welfare implications. As already
emphasized in Evers (2007), ex post interventions are stabilization responses to deviations
of productivity levels. Enhancing expected utility thus entails that risk aversion enforces
the minimization of fluctuations in consumption and labor. These welfare effects are,
however, generically of second order (compare the discussion by Lucas (2003)). Hence,
gains from coordinating ex post stabilization policies are of second order. On the other
hand, ex ante interventions to the wage setting are of first order because the distortions
resulting from policies drive an inefficient wedge between the optimal labor-leisure trade-
off on average. Consequently, gains from coordinating ex ante wage setting distortions
are of first order.

4 International Cooperation of Public Policies

Monetary and fiscal policymakers are assumed to be able to perfectly commit to the
policy they announce. In case of ex post market interventions that will alter the nominal

9Foreign expected utility can be stated as

Eu∗ = ū∗ (IW ; I∗W ) exp
{

ν(1− ρ)
2X

Ω∗(iC ; i∗C)
}

, where

ū∗ =
(

1
(1− ρ)

− θ − 1
θν

1
I∗W

)(
θ − 1

θ

1
IWw

) (1−ρ)
X

I
(1−γ)(1−ρ)

Y
Wd

, and

Ω∗(iC ; i∗C) = −Xσ2
z −

Z
4

σ2
tot −

(1− γ)
Y

X 2σz,tot + ν(2σz,aw − σtot,ad
)

−ν(1− γ)
Y

X (2σz,ad
− σtot,aw

) + νX
(
σ2

aw
+ σ2

ad

)
.
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exchange rate, monetary policy follows a money supply feedback rule that conditions on
productivity shocks. They are given by

m̂ = µwâw + µdâd and m̂∗ = µ∗wâw − µ∗dâd.

Fiscal policy follows a similar feedback rule for consumption taxes, namely

τ̂c = τc,aw âw + τc,ad
âd and τ̂∗c = τc∗,aw âw − τc∗,ad

âd,

where τc = log(1 + tC) and τ∗c = log(1 + t∗C). The compound public policy reactions to
productivity shocks can therefore be written as

îC = iCaw
âw + iCad

âd and î∗C = i∗Caw
âw − i∗Cad

âd, (20)

where iCaw
= µaw − τaw , i∗Caw

= µ∗aw
− τ∗aw

, iCad
= µad

− τad
, and i∗Cad

= µ∗ad
− τ∗ad

.

In case of ex ante policy interventions to the optimal wage setting, the monetary policy
is to set the expected gross nominal interest rate. Implicitly, this is achieved by the choice
of the mean money supply for the next period, ie. by Em and Em∗.10 Fiscal policy
chooses the labor income tax rates which must be perfectly negatively correlated to the
consumption taxes so that the ratio of both is at the desired level.

4.1 Optimal Public Policy Coordination

The analysis begins with the consideration of single national policymakers who choose
both the monetary and the fiscal policy instruments, ie. there is a single Home authority
that chooses {IW , iCaw

, iCad
} and a single Foreign authority that chooses {I∗W , i∗Caw

, i∗Cad
}.

When single national policymakers coordinate their respective policy interventions, they
do so as to maximize the joint welfare of Home and Foreign residents.

Ex Ante Intervention to Wage Setting

The first proposition establishes the globally optimal policy intervention to ex ante wage
setting:

Proposition 1. The optimal public policy intervention to the wage setting is

IOpt
W =

θ − 1
θ

,

and I∗W
Opt = IOpt

W by symmetry.

Proof. See Appendix.

The optimal public policy to the wage setting is to offset both distortions that prevent
ex ante efficient wages: first, the markup of monopolistic suppliers of specific labor types,
and second, the inflation tax caused by the cash-in-advance distortion. The combination
of the fiscal and monetary policy instrument to achieve this is indeterminate. However,
the most prominent combination to achieve the optimal level of ex ante intervention to
the wage setting is to use labor income taxes to offset monopolistic distortions and to run
the nominal interest rates according to the Friedman rule.

10See also the detailed discussion in Evers (2007).
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Ex Post Intervention to Consumption Spending

The next proposition states the optimal ex post intervention to spending:

Proposition 2. The optimal ex post public policy intervention to consumption spending
follows

iOpt
Caw

=
(1− ρ)
X

and iOpt
Cad

=
(1− ρ)(1− γ)2

Z
,

and i∗Opt
Caw

= iOpt
Caw

and i∗Opt
Cad

= iOpt
Cad

by symmetry.

Proof. See Appendix.

When both countries are hit by a common productivity shock, the only friction that
matters are preset wages. Indeed, optimal public policy then replicates the flexible wage
allocation by closing the gap between the marginal utility of consumption and the marginal
disutility of labor in each instance. Under flexible wages, (1−ρ)

ν determines the efficient
intra-temporal elasticity of substituting labor for consumption.11 Under rigid wages,
however, labor is fully demand determined and hence uncoupled from the consumption
decision. Optimal public policy must therefore be used to imitate the optimal trade-off be-
tween consumption and labor. A positive aggregate productivity shock and subsequently
lower goods prices lead to an increase in consumption spending. Without intervention,
equilibrium employment would stay unaffected. Following, if ρ > 1, the optimal policy
rule corrects the inefficiently high consumption level by counter-cyclically reducing nom-
inal consumption spending up to the level that equates marginal utility of consumption
and marginal disutility of labor. If ρ < 1, optimality requires a positive reaction of labor
to an increase in consumption. Hence, the optimal policy rule has then to be pro-cyclical.
Only in case of log-utility, it is in fact optimal having labor not to respond to consumption
fluctuations at all.

Things are different when the two countries are hit by fully asymmetric productivity
shocks. Then, in addition to rigid wages, the incomplete risk sharing places the pol-
icymakers to tackle another source of inefficiency. In particular, efficient risk sharing
requires the ratio of Home over Foreign marginal utilities of tradable goods consumption
to be unity.12 In general, however, closing the domestic gap between the marginal rate
of substituting consumption and labor and the marginal rate of transformation by repli-
cating the flexible wage allocation leaves an international gap between Home and Foreign
marginal utilities of consumption. Hence, there exists a trade-off between closing domestic
and international gaps. To be more precise, consider an asymmetric productivity shock
that increases Home productivity over Foreign, say, which implies the terms of trade and
thereby the real exchange rate to depreciate. Consequently, relative Home over Foreign
nominal consumption spending increases by one-to-one to the fall in the real exchange
rate. This leaves employment unaffected. In case of ρ > 1, to improve upon the gap
between the marginal utility of consumption and marginal disutility of labor effort, Home

11Optimal wage setting implies ELν = EC(1−ρ). As this has to hold for each instance under flexible wages,
we get Lν = C(1−ρ). Hence, the implied intra-temporal elasticity of labor with respect to consumption is (1−ρ)

ν .
12This follows as an immediate implication of (i) marginal utilities of any shared consumption good must

equal relative prices and (ii) in case of tradable goods PPP of tradable goods imply that marginal utilities
of tradable consumption goods must be identical across countries. Hence, UCT

UC∗
T

= 1 under complete financial

markets and initially identical countries (compare Backus and Smith (1993)).
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national authority has to counter-cyclically decrease consumption by either increasing con-
sumption taxes or reducing money supply. Foreign national authority counter-cyclically
increases consumption to oppose the negative foreign productivity shock.13 Thereby, the
nominal exchange rate appreciates but by less than necessary to offset the direct effect of
the productivity shock on the terms of trade. As a consequence, the terms of trade and
the real exchange rate still deteriorate even when national authorities target the flexible
wage allocation. The immediate implication for Home and Foreign marginal utilities of
consumption is that Home marginal utility is lower than Foreign. To see this, note that
in the equilibrium without international asset markets, the ratio of marginal utilities of
tradable goods consumption reads

UCT

UC∗T

= ToT−(1−ρ)(1−γ).

Thus, Home households consume too much tradable goods whereas Foreign households
consume to few tradable goods as efficient risk sharing would require. If households were
able to perfectly contract state contingent payments in international financial markets,
Home households would have to make a transfer to Foreign households to equate marginal
utilities of tradable goods consumption. However, by the lack of international financial
markets, consumption risk sharing can only be achieved by nominal exchange rate man-
agement. In fact, an implicit Home transfer to Foreign can be attained by a depreciation
of Home currency: the Home tradable good becomes cheaper for Foreign residents whereas
the Foreign tradable good becomes dearer for Home residents. Therefore, Home residents
pay more in exchange for Foreign goods which indeed comes along with a reproduction of
a transfer. As a result, from a global perspective it is not optimal to nationally target the
flexible wage equilibrium. As the story goes exactly the symmetric way for ρ < 1, it turns
out that the optimal market interventions to asymmetric productivity shocks are less re-
sponsive than simply targeting the flexible wage allocation. Hence, in general, optimal
policy responses to asymmetric shocks face the trade-off between dispelling domestic in-
efficiencies caused by wage rigidity and the inefficiency caused by the lack of international
risk sharing. Note that it is this trade-off only that renders the optimal policy conduct to
be second-best.14

4.2 Non-Cooperative Public Policy: Nash

Next, I consider what public policies look like when the single Home and Foreign national
policymakers conduct public policy independently. Recall the discussion of the respective
welfare functions that policymakers seek to maximize. The only difference between Home
and Foreign residents’ wefare stems from the terms of trade. Hence, national policymakers
deviate from the optimal policy only on the grounds of manipulating the terms of trade
to their own national benefits.

4.2.1 Ex Ante Intervention to Wage Setting

Proposition 3. The (unique) Nash equilibrium of non-cooperatively set public policy in-
terventions to the wage setting yields

INash
W =

θ − 1
θ

(
1 +

γX
Y + (1− γ)X

)
,

13In fact, one can easily show that iflex
Cad

= (1−ρ)(1−γ)
Y indeed replicates the flexible wage allocation in case of

asymmetric shocks and one finds that −1 < iflex
Cad

. Moreover, the terms of trade than still changes by t̂ot = − ν
Y âd.

14Compare also the discussion in Obstfeld and Rogoff (2002) and Evers (2007) on this trade-off.
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and I∗W
Nash = INash

W by symmetry. Furthermore,

INash
W > IOpt

W if γ 6= 0 and INash
W = IOpt

W if γ = 0.

Proof. See Appendix.

From this proposition follows that non-cooperatively set policy interventions to work-
ers’ wage setting will be strictly larger than the optimal one unless the two countries are
in autarky, ie. γ = 0. By the discussion of the equilibrium wages, higher nominal interest
rates or labor income taxes entail higher wage claims ex ante. Why, then, has the national
policymaker the incentive to induce wage claims to be inefficiently higher than the optimal
level? The answer is to improve upon the consumption-labor trade-off. Given the other
country’s wage level, an increase in domestic wages implies an increase in labor income and
consequently in expected consumption the next period. However, in equilibrium, higher
relative wages imply higher terms of trade and a reduction in domestic goods demand.
Furthermore, higher relative wages also induce a direct fall in labor demand. Hence, aggre-
gate labor demand and labor income falls. The net effect on the consumption-labor ratio
and thus on welfare, however, is positive because households substitute to the relatively
cheaper foreign goods. Thus, domestic policymakers ”beggar-thy-neighbor” by exporting
labor effort and importing more consumption goods at relatively higher domestic wages.
As a result, as both Home and Foreign national authorities behave symmetrically in equi-
librium, higher Home and Foreign inflation and labor income tax induce inefficiently high
nominal wage claims that reduce in turn aggregate world output and world consumption.
Only in case of no trade, ie. when the two countries are closed economies (γ = 0), does
the positive net substitution effect vanish and the optimal policy intervention to wage
setting indeed constitutes a Nash equilibrium.

Ex Post Intervention to Consumption Spending

Proposition 4. The (unique) Nash equilibrium of non-cooperatively set public policy in-
terventions to consumption spending yields

iNash
Caw

=
(1− ρ)
X

and iNash
Cad

= (1− ρ)(1− γ)
(

X + (1− γ)Y
ZY + (1− γ)X 2

)
,

where i∗Nash
Caw

= iNash
Caw

and i∗Nash
Cad

= iNash
Cad

by symmetry. Furthermore,

iNash
Caw

= iOpt
Caw

and iNash
ad


< iOpt

ad if ρ > 1 and 0 < γ < 1.

> iOpt
ad if ρ < 1 and 0 < γ < 1.

= iOpt
ad if ρ = 1 or γ ∈ {0, 1} .

Proof. See Appendix.

Indeed, when the two countries are hit by a common aggregate productivity shock,
it is not surprising that the Nash solution does coincide with the optimal response: The
only source of frictions are preset wages. Hence, as the impact of the shock is identical,
the policy targets coincide.
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In contrast, when the two countries are hit by idiosyncratic shocks, the optimal re-
sponse does not constitute a Nash equilibrium of the policy rule setting game in general.
If national policymakers decide on their respective policy interventions non-cooperatively,
Proposition 4 implies that as long as the lack of complete international financial markets
matters, ie. as long as ρ 6= 1 or 0 < γ < 1, both single national authorities face the incen-
tive to unilaterally react more actively to idiosyncratic shocks than it is globally efficient.
Why? The answer is again to improve upon the domestic labor-leisure trade-off. Put
differently, national policymakers regard it beneficial to close the domestic gap between
marginal utility of consumption and marginal disutility of labor at the cost of increasing
the international gap between Home and Foreign marginal utilities of consumption. By
the discussion above, optimal public policy responses to idiosyncratic productivity shocks
trade off gains from replicating the flexible wage allocation and the gains from interna-
tional consumption risk sharing. In particular, the optimal policy rule moves away from
replicating the flexible wage equilibrium because the efficient consumption risk sharing
requires a less active response to shocks in order to implicitly compensate for the lack of
state-contingent transfers within complete international financial market. For instance,
when ρ > 1 and an asymmetric shock increases Home productivity and reduces Foreign
productivity, the optimal policy rule induces the nominal exchange rate to fall by less than
under replicating the flexible wage equilibrium in order to lessen the appreciation of the
terms of trade. That is, the Home tradable good must be cheaper for Foreign residents
and Foreign tradable good must be dearer for Home residents than under replicating the
flexible wage equilibrium. The consequence is an implicit transfer of tradable goods from
Home to Foreign that increases demand for Home labor and reduces demand for Foreign
labor. From a national perspective, however, it pays to deviate from the optimal policy
response since given the other national policymaker sticks to the optimal rule, the gains
from reducing the domestic marginal utility gap by altering the terms of trade outweighs
the loss implied by the widening of the international gap between marginal consumption
utility. Specifically, Home reduces labor effort by cutting consumption spending in order
to further bridge the domestic gap by either expanding money supply or lowering con-
sumption taxes. For ρ > 1, the consumption level itself falls by less than the labor effort
(compare the discussion of Proposition 2). The reason is that a cut in Home consump-
tion spending appreciates Home currency and improves the terms of trade. Hence, Home
residents’ substitute for the then cheaper Foreign good. The Home currency appreciation
in turn inflicts a beggar-thy-neighbor effect on Foreign because it directly reduces For-
eign consumption and increases Foreign labor effort. The analog story holds true for ρ < 1.

As a consequence, deviations from the optimal policy responses to idiosyncratic pro-
ductivity shocks result in an amplification of the response of the nominal exchange rate
and thereby of the terms of trade. From a global perspective, this amplification of the
terms of trade fluctuations harms both Home and Foreign residents since this leads to
higher consumption fluctuations. The result is that international risk sharing and thus
international consumption smoothing has worsened.

5 Monetary Cooperation and Fiscal Independence

Next, the analysis of decentralized public policies follows. In this case, national policy-
making is separated between two distinct authorities: a monetary policy authority that
decides on the nominal interest rate and the money supply rule and a fiscal policy au-
thority that decides on consumption and labor income taxes. I focus on the case when
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monetary authorities coordinate their respective policy instruments in order to maximize
the sum of Home and Foreign residents welfare whereas the fiscal authorities implement
their respective policies independently of each other so as to maximize the domestic resi-
dents’ welfare only.

In this section, it is shown that for all instances when there is an incentive for self-
oriented national authorities to deviate from both the optimal ex ante intervention to
the wage setting (compare Proposition 3) and the optimal ex post market intervention
rules (compare Proposition 4), monetary policy coordination inevitably leaves room for
independently operating national fiscal authorities to exploit their power on the terms
of trade. In particular, by the two lemmata in Section 3, monetary and fiscal policy in-
struments are perfect substitutes with regard to the respective interventions. Only the
compound action of domestic monetary and fiscal policy accounts for the effect on pri-
vate households behavior. Hence, coordinating monetary authorities seek to implement
the optimal levels of public policy interventions. Independently acting fiscal authorities,
however, undermine monetary authorities endeavor by enforcing a deviation of the op-
timal public policy intervention levels by the motives as discussed in the foregoing section.

Ex Ante Wage Setting Intervention

The following proposition states that in case of ex ante intervention to the wage setting
gains from monetary policy coordination are fully carried off by the fiscal sides:

Proposition 5. The (unique) Nash Equilibrium between the cooperating monetary au-
thorities and the two symmetric independent fiscal authorities entails fiscal dominance,
ie. the net nominal interest rates are tied down to zero whereas the wage taxes are set to
the non-cooperative level.

Proof. See Appendix.

Since the net nominal interest rates cannot become negative, the two fiscal authorities
will force the cooperating monetary authorities to implement zero net nominal interest
rates as then fiscal authorities exerts full control over Home and Foreign wage setting.
As a result, in the Nash equilibrium with symmetric fiscal actions, Home and Foreign
fiscal authorities will implement the non-cooperative levels of public policy intervention
I∗W

Nash = INash
W . The importance of this result cannot be overemphasized: As argued

above, the magnitude of welfare implications of ex ante intervention to the wage setting
is of first-order. Therefore, gains from policy coordination are of first-order. As a con-
sequence, by Proposition 5, potentially large gains from policy coordination can only be
realized if the fiscal policy is included in the international policy cooperation.

Ex Post Market Intervention

In case of common productivity shocks, the only distortion that matters ex post are preset
wages. Hence, there is no basis on which the cooperating monetary authorities and the two
self-oriented fiscal policymakers might dispute. As a consequence, we find the following
result.

Proposition 6. The (continuum of) Nash Equilibria between the cooperating monetary
authorities and the two symmetric independent fiscal authorities entails the optimal na-
tional compound policy responses to aggregate shocks.
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Proof. See Appendix.

In fact, since both domestic monetary and fiscal authority want to implement the
optimal feedback rule of ex post public intervention i∗Opt

Caw
= iOpt

Caw
, all combinations of

monetary and fiscal coefficients that lead to the optimal feedback rule are equilibria.
Hence, all what domestic public policymakers face is a coordination problem of which
combination to choose.

In case of idiosyncratic shocks, however, national fiscal authorities face an incentive to
enforce a deviation from optimal policy responses on the grounds that they want to im-
prove upon the domestic gap between the marginal consumption utility and the marginal
disutility of labor effort at the cost of worsening international consumption risk shar-
ing. The next proposition shows that as long as the need for a risk sharing arrangement
matters, self-oriented national fiscal authorities will indeed effectively deteriorate optimal
public policy responses to idiosyncratic shocks.

Proposition 7. Only if ρ = 1 or γ ∈ {0, 1}, the (continuum of) Nash equilibria between
the cooperating monetary authorities and the two symmetric independent fiscal authori-
ties in pure strategies entail optimal national compound policy responses to idiosyncratic
shocks. Otherwise, if ρ 6= 1 and 0 > γ > 1, the (unique) Nash equilibrium exhibits mixed
strategies which inevitably lead to welfare losses as compared to the optimal response to
asymmetric shocks.

Proof. See Appendix.

Obviously, when the goals of cooperating monetary authorities and the two distinct
national fiscal authorities coincide and all policymakers seek to close the domestic gaps
induced by the wage rigidity, the Nash equilibria must consist of optimal responses to
asymmetric shock. This is the case either if the countries are closed (γ = 0) or if interna-
tional financial markets are redundant (ρ = 1 or γ = 1). Again, as in case of aggregate
productivity shocks, policymakers still face a coordination problem that implies the Nash
solution to be non-unique. On the other hand, if the goals do not coincide, cooperat-
ing monetary policymakers want to implement the optimal policy responses iOpt

Cad
andi∗Opt

Cad
.

Given the action taken by the monetary authorities, the equilibrium best responses of
national fiscal authorities are to choose consumption taxes so as to implement the Nash
intervention rules iNash

Cad
and i∗Nash

Cad
. Hence, it follows from the perfect substitutability of

national policy instruments (Lemma 1) that there cannot exist a Nash equilibrium in pure
strategies. Nevertheless, there exists a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies. As a result,
the mixed strategies equilibrium must entail welfare losses as compared to the globally
optimal response to asymmetric productivity shocks because on average the national re-
sponses are more active as it is optimal. To evaluate the relevance of these theoretical
results, I consider a numerical exercise in the next subsection.

6 Gains and losses from Policy Cooperation with

and without Fiscal Independence

The losses that fiscal independence implies for international monetary policy coordination
are assessed on the basis of a numerical simulation of the model. To alleviate comparisons
and since the model is similar in structure to theirs, I adopt the parameters chosen by
Obstfeld and Rogoff (2002). To be specific, I assume that σaw = σad

= 0.01 and that
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Table 2

Low-trade scenario (γ = 0.2) High-trade scenario (γ = 0.6)

Different values for ρ Different values for ρ

ρ = .5 ρ = 1 ρ = 2 ρ = 4 ρ = 8 ρ = .5 ρ = 1 ρ = 2 ρ = 4 ρ = 8

Welfare Measure (compensating % change in consumption)

ξIW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ξIC -0.13 0 -0.061 -0.157 -0.228 0.004 0 0.004 -0.005 -0.028

ξ -0.13 0 -0.061 -0.157 -0.228 0.004 0 0.004 -0.005 -0.028

Gains from monetary policy coordination when fiscal authorities operate independently as com-
pared to the case when both national monetary and fiscal policy are conducted non-cooperatively.

ν = 1. The value for θ is chosen to be θ = 7.66. This implies a monopolistic markup
over marginal costs of 15%. Two possible scenarios are considered: a low-trade scenario
(γ = 0.2) which corresponds to an import over GDP ratio of 10% and high-trade scenario
(γ = 0.6) which corresponds to an import over GDP ratio of 30%. The impacts of dif-
ferent public policy arrangements are measured by their % change in consumption that
is required to compensate the representative household to be indifferent between either
two policy environments. ξ denotes the percentage compensation of consumption so that
U((1 + ξ)CA, LA) = U(CB, LB), where A and B are two different policies. Moreover, the
structure of the model allows an easy decomposition of this measure into the two relevant
components: effects of the ex ante policy interventions to the wage setting (ξIW ) and
effects of the ex post policy interventions to the consumption spending (ξIC ).

Table 2 reports the gains from international monetary policy coordination when na-
tional fiscal authorities act independently. There are no gains from coordinating mone-
tary policy interventions to households’ optimal wage setting as Proposition 5 shows: The
Fiscal authorities dominate the cooperating monetary authorities by tying the nominal
interest rate to zero and implementing the competitive level of public policy interven-
tions. In case of ex post interventions, only asymmetric shocks lead to a divergence of
policy goals. As shown in Proposition 7, as long as risk-sharing matters, the unique Nash
equilibrium is in mixed strategies. Surprisingly, in the low-trade scenario, coordinating
monetary policy actually leads to welfare losses. For independently acting fiscal authori-
ties forces policymakers to mix their responses to asymmetric shocks, circumstances arise
where the compound ex post policy interventions are either less responsive than optimal
or more responsive than it would be nationally desirable. Welfare losses in expected utility
by having both these circumstances outweigh the gains from reacting at least sometimes
optimally to asymmetric shocks. Furthermore, these losses are increasing in the abso-
lute deviation of ρ from unity because thereby the consequences of policy disturbances
on expected utility become more pronounced. The same effect persists in the high-trade
scenario. The welfare implications are, however, smaller because the inefficiency arising
from consumption risk sharing plays a less important role in case of higher trade integra-
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Table 3

Low-trade scenario (γ = 0.2) High-trade scenario (γ = 0.6)

Different values for ρ Different values for ρ

ρ = .5 ρ = 1 ρ = 2 ρ = 4 ρ = 8 ρ = .5 ρ = 1 ρ = 2 ρ = 4 ρ = 8

Welfare Measure (compensating % change in consumption)

ξIW 1.674 0.537 0.155 0.042 0.011 11.566 5.831 2.378 0.811 0.243

ξIW 0.151 0 0.062 0.158 0.229 0.007 0 0.006 0.019 0.037

ξ 1.827 0.537 0.217 0.200 0.240 11.574 5.831 2.384 0.830 0.280

Gains from fiscal policy coordination when monetary authorities already cooperate as compared
to the case when monetary policy coordinate but fiscal authorities operate independently.

tion. Recall that the elasticity of substituting the Home tradable good for the Foreign
tradable good is always one. Hence, relative price movements can be better dealt with
by households substituting for the relatively cheaper tradable good the larger the share
of tradable consumption goods in the overall consumption basket is.

Welfare gains from fiscal policy coordination when monetary authorities already co-
operate are presented in Table 3. In contrast to the first exercise, there are gains from
choosing the ex ante intervention to households’ wage setting cooperatively. The figures
in the first row show that these gains from fiscal cooperation are substantial. They are de-
creasing in ρ even though the inter-temporal inefficiency caused by the non-optimal policy
intervention is increasing simply because the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution is
decreasing in ρ, too. Thus, consumption patterns are less sensible to disturbances to the
optimal wage-setting. The gains are, however, increasing in the degree of openness be-
cause the national policymakers are more prone to manipulate the terms of trade ex ante
as the relative importance of the terms of trade is naturally increasing in Home as well
as Foreign shares of tradable goods in overall consumption. Corresponding to the results
in the first exercise, the gains from cooperation of the fiscal authorities’ ex post markets
interventions is increasing in ρ but decreasing for higher trade integration as consumption
risk sharing occurs stronger through trade itself.

In this numerical exercise, two result are worth being emphasized: First, the results
show that monetary policy cooperation may lead to welfare losses when independent
fiscal policymakers follow national interests only. Second, welfare gains from international
public policy coordination - and in particular fiscal policy coordination when monetary
authorities already cooperate - are quite large. Both points are in sharp contrast to
the existing literature on international monetary policy coordination: First gains from
cooperation are fairly small as they solely stem from ex post market interventions and
exchange rate responses to shocks (with the exception of Cooley and Quadrini (2003),
Arseneau (2007) and Evers (2007)). Second, the crucial role of fiscal policy responses to
monetary cooperation is fully neglected.
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7 Conclusion

The goal of this paper has been to analyze the interplay of monetary and fiscal policy do-
mains in a world where countries are linked through trade. In particular, it is questioned
that one can analyze the gains and losses of international arrangements that promote
the coordination of either monetary or fiscal policy without taking into account the re-
sponse of the remaining independent and non-cooperatively conducted public policy to
this arrangement. This claim is addressed in a simple stochastic two-country sticky-wage
model with a cash-in-advance restriction. In this environment, monetary authorities can
affect the terms of trade by conducting a general short-run monetary policy using both
the nominal interest rate and the money supply. Fiscal authorities can also affect the
terms of trade by using distortionary taxes on labor income and consumption. It turns
out that labor income taxes and nominal interest rates are perfectly substitutable national
policy instruments when policymakers affect workers’ optimal wage setting ex ante. The
consumption tax and the money supply are perfectly substitutable national policy instru-
ments when policymakers alter the consumption spending ex post. As a consequence, I
find that international monetary policy coordination requires fiscal policy coordination,
too, in order to fully skim off the gains from international policy coordination. Moreover,
the numerical exercise suggests that letting the fiscal authorities act independently when
monetary authorities cooperate might even lead to welfare losses.

Against this background, I adopt a critical stance on considering monetary policy
coordination without taking into account the implications for fiscal policy conduct. The
main argument is that as long as national monetary and fiscal authorities share the same
objectives - in our case the respective residents’ welfare - they do also share the same
incentives to manipulate the terms of trade in their country’s favor. Hence, as both
national authorities do dispose of policy instruments to effectively alter the terms of
trade, coordination of monetary policy in order to overcome strategic incentives of self-
oriented national monetary policymakers - as it is argued in the literature - still leaves
playground for fiscal policymakers to exploit their own monopoly power. The numerical
example demonstrates that gains from monetary policy coordination are negligibly small
or even negative (Table 2) even though gains from policy coordination in general might
be large (Table 2 + Table 3). Therefore, the conclusion is that if one takes the game-
theoretic arguments seriously - as one definitely should - the optimum policy domain
where international coordination takes place must span the monetary policy as well as
the fiscal policy.
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